
 

 

 

       

ASUS MD100 Portable Silent Wireless Mouse 
Colorful, safe and easy to carry. 

 
⚫ Magnetic top cover: Quick-switch aesthetics to match your mood or environment, with two 

case colors included. 

⚫ Lightweight design: Sleek design that weighs less than 100 g. 

⚫ Quick-release carry strap: Durable finger strap pops out for safe, easy transport 

⚫ ASUS BacGuard: Protective coating that’s been scientifically shown to inhibit the growth of 

bacteria by over 99% over a 24-hour period. 

⚫ Near-silent operation: Quiet-click buttons produce less than 20 dB of noise for undisturbed 

work or study.  

⚫ Exceptional durability: 10-million-click buttons engineered to last more than 3X longer than 

those of traditional mice. 

⚫ Adjustable DPI: 800, 1000 and 1600 acuracy settings for seamless control across different 

different resolutions. 

⚫ Dual-mode connectivty: Wireless technology supports both 2.4 GHz and Bluetooth for a 

variety of usage scenarios.  

⚫ Battery-saving technology: Prolongs the battery life, allowing for up to six months of 

keyboard use or a whole year for the mouse. 

⚫ 100% PTFE feet: Gaming-grade materials ensures smooth, low-friction glides across any flat 

surface. 

⚫ Subtle colorways: Selection of attactive shades from dark to light pastels provide the perfect 

complement to ASUS VivoBook and ZenBook, or any other modern laptop. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Colors 

1. Quiet Blue: Ideal for professional environments, with Solar Blue cover also included. 

2. LiLac Mist Purple: Ideal for modern lifestyles, with Brave Green cover also included. 

 

Features 

 

RF 2.4 GHz 

Stable wireless connection with fast response time 

 

Bluetooth® 5.0 

Bluetooth LE with low latency and up to 12 months of battery life 

 

Silent design 

Low-noise switches ensure near-silent button clicks 

 

Easy portability 

Durable finger strap for effortless carrying, anywhere 

 

ASUS BacGuard antibacterial treatment 

ISO 22196:2011 tested 

 

Ambidextrous shape 

Symmetrical shape is comfortable for either left- or right-handed use. 

 

Adjustable 800, 1000, 1600 DPI 

On-the-fly accuracy-switching for different surfaces and screen resolutions. 

 

Specification 

Part Number PART NO DESCRIPTION UPC EAN 

90XB07A0-BMU000 MD100 MOUSE/BL//BT+2.4GHZ 195553303835     4711081303831     

90XB07A0-BMU010 MD100 MOUSE/PUR//BT+2.4GHZ 195553303842     4711081303848     

90XB07A0-BMU020 MD100 MOUSE/BL/ACC//BT+2.4GHZ 195553303859     4711081303855     

90XB07A0-BMU030 MD100 MOUSE/PUR/ACC//BT+2.4GHZ 195553303866     4711081303862     
 



 

 

Connectivity 

technology 

Bluetooth® 5.0 / RF 2.4 GHz 

Tracking Optical 

Support OS Windows 8 / Windows 10 / Chrome OS 

Dimensions (mm) Mouse: 107 mm (L) x 60 mm (W) x 27.8 mm(H) 

Dongle: 18.9 mm (L) x 12 mm (W) x 4.5 mm (H) 

Strap: 70 mm (L) x 11 mm (W) x 0.7 mm (H)  

Battery Type AA battery*1 

Weight  Mouse: 55.4 g (without battery) 

Dongle: 1.6 g 

Color 1. Quiet Blue (with Solar Blue also included)  

2. LiLac Mist (with Brave Green also included)  

Resolution 800 / 1,000 / 1,600 dpi 

 

 

 


